SESUG 2022 FAQs
1. What is the purpose of SESUG?
SESUG’s purpose is to serve and support users of SAS software in the southeastern United States
through ongoing education, professional development opportunities, and facilitating
communication with SAS.
2. What is the purpose of the SESUG annual conference?
The purpose of the annual SESUG conference is to provide education, training, networking, and
professional development opportunities for SAS users in an interactive environment.
3. Do I need to be an experienced SAS user to get value from the conference?
SESUG strives to provide relevant content for all levels of SAS users, from those just starting out
with SAS to those with many years of experience. Likewise, presentations are encouraged from
all SAS users from beginner to advanced.
4. What are SESUG and the hotel doing to create a safe environment for the conference?
We will continue to monitor the local and national health climates and will adhere to and
enforce all guidelines in effect leading up to and during October 2022 to make sure that
attendees at our in-person conference feel safe and secure. Face masks will be available and
additional spacing will be utilized in presentation rooms.
5. What is the SESUG dress code?
While SESUG does not have a formal dress code, most attendees choose business casual attire.
We request that all attendees wear clean and neat clothing without ragged edges. Shorts and
non SAS t-or non SESUG t-shirts are not appropriate.
6. Will CEUs be available from the conference?
While SESUG is not an official provider of Continuing Education Units (CEUs), SESUG attendance
and presentation does provide activities that can be use as CEUs towards a number of
certifications. For example, CPHQ re-certification accepts any course, conference, seminar, or
summit that aligns with their content outline. For these certifications, 60 minutes of education
equals 1 CE hour. If you are using SESUG hours for CEUs, SESUG will be happy to assist with the
documentation. The CE hours available will depend upon the hours of content related to the
recertification.
7. Do presentations need to be software focused?
No. Presentations on leadership principles, general analytics, and data issues are also
encouraged and very welcome.

